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Comparison Points
1) Information Synthesis: 

… whether for forecast production or user 
decision-making

2) Measures of Forecast Quality:
What constitutes a ‘good’ forecast?
How is quality assessed?

Marine Meteorologists: 
Government: 5
Private: 4
Media: 1

Marine Occupations: 
Offshore Aviation: 2
Fish Harvesters: 12
Coast Guard: 1
Transportation: 1
Safety Association: 3

One Roundtable & 12 one-on-one 
interviews
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Forecast Production



“Art” of Forecasting
Problem: Given data, experience with models, and 
experience with a forecast zone, assess what matters 
for the coming forecast period

Need to consider: 
• User needs 
• Communicating risk…
• … without overemphasizing it
• Generalizing for forecast zones

Data review, collegial consultation key part of 
process. May have 3-4 colleagues plus supervisor to 
consult with, as well as shift change notes. 

Interpret

“…there could be one small 
swath say of 50-knot winds 
going right up the center of 
the region, whereas generally 
for the whole region the winds 
are 35 knots. So how do you 
capture that? “
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”Art” of Forecast Use
Balance multiple (contradictory?) forecasts against 
current conditions, past experience, and non-
weather concerns. 

Key Question: “Can I fish when I get there?”

• Fishing gear and it’s limits, 
• Travel time
• Forecast along route (multiple zones)

Consultation and Experience are Critical 

Interpret

“I tell some of the people when 
you be talking about the forecast, 
you’re going to have to make up 
your own.”



“Good” Forecasts: Meteorologist Perspective

1) Consistent (no surprises between forecasts)
2) Accurate (what’s predicted is what happens)
3) Useful 

Definitions of useful vary, but broadly suggest something interpretable with info on 
high impact events:

“…a good forecast is not too technical, but at the same time not too broad.”
“…getting the impactful weather, absolutely is kind of the number one thing.”
“Big thing, they have to have utility. They have to be useful to the user. They have to 
do what they’re intended to do, I guess. We’re not there to make the decisions for 
people, but we’re there to help facilitate those decisions.”



“Good” Forecasts: Meteorologist Perspective

It’s difficult to know what did/did not have impact, however: 

“We don’t often know what the consequences are of our forecasts. We don’t get as 
much feedback from the clients or that direct consultation.”

“For us, especially on the marine side, it would almost be nice if we had a—like the 
head of a group or something, you know, that we could—we could speak to.”



“Good” Forecasts: Harvesters

1) Accessible
• Can get to the information you need easily
• Can get it anywhere

2) Timely
• Fresh forecast for the start of the working day
• Currently too early (3AM) or too late (9AM) 

3) Detailed
• Smaller forecast zones
• More info

Some appear mutually exclusive (e.g. more detail vs  accessibility)



Forecasters struggle with communication of uncertainty: the correct forecast is 
buried in the weather model ensemble 

• Adds length, complexity 
• How well do users understand?

“Like, mathematical chaos is not a commonly understood concept to most people”.

Concerns may be excessive: Harvesters already juggle multiple (contradictory) 
forecast sources, and understand forecasts are uncertain
“But I mean, if they want to take the four areas and put them together, there’s no way they’re going 
get the work—to get to work the forecast so it’ll be good for all of them, especially when now you got 
them split, right?”

Communicating Uncertainty



Early Lessons: 

• Forecaster/harvester processes ‘rhyme’ 
• Harvesters as skilled risk interpreters

• Concern about giving too much information/confusing w/uncertainty is 
likely unfounded
• Best delivered online?

• Potential for collaboration between meteorologists & harvesters
• Sharing information?

• Observations to meteorologists
• Enhanced web offerings

• Redrawing forecast zones



Interested in Marine Weather & Risk?
Coast & Ocean Risk Communication CoP

Online community for practitioners, academics, and 

stakeholders with shared marine/coastal risk 

concerns

Sponsored by Marine Environment Observation 

Prediction & Response (MEOPAR) Network

Contact:

corccom@gmail.com or myself (jfinnis@mun.ca)

mailto:corccom@gmail.com

